Plants on the verge of a natural breakdown (and other stories of life and death)

Karsten Lund

Over the past few years a certain tropical houseplant—a dieffenbachia with patterned leaves—has appeared repeatedly in Heidi Norton’s photographs. In Whitescape, a large still life from 2009, we find it covered in white paint and placed on a shelf alongside other objects. In a different image from later that year, Deconstructed (Rebirth), the plant’s paint-smothered leaves hang limp, while a single green shoot rises from its center. The dieffenbachia, like many plant species, drops its leaves to allow for new growth, and by 2011, when Norton again photographed this particular plant, it had shed its painted leaves altogether; in My Dieffenbachia Plant with Tarp (Protection), a seemingly new plant appears, huddled behind a sheet of plastic in the light of her studio window.

This tenuous rebirth of the artist’s dieffenbachia becomes an origin story of sorts: the processes she observed led Norton to investigate cycles of change through an evolving combination of sculptural forms and photography and to explore how additional materials can be used to preserve, encase, or display plants.1 These ideas likewise inform the works on view in BMO Harris Bank Chicago Works: Heidi Norton, the artist’s first solo museum exhibition. In these new photographs and sculptures, some made on-site at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, the presence of plants as they live and die helps illuminate a broad range of concerns: while addressing themes of impermanence and mortality, Norton’s work invites reflection on cultural attitudes toward nature, modes of display, and how different media register time and organize our sense of space.

Plants have been prized for their beauty and studied for the elegance and variety of their natural forms for centuries. Generations of scientists have collected specimens in herbariums or gathered disparate species in botanical gardens. Hobbyists have long produced albums of pressed plants, sandwiching leaves and flowers between pieces of glass or pages of a book. Houseplants are cultivated on a vast scale commercially, and one by one we bring them into our homes. These activities partially inform the look and feel of Norton’s sculptures and photographs, which in some cases resemble a botanist’s careful arrangements or a hobbyist’s pressed plants, although on a much grander scale. In recent sculptural works, for example, Norton embeds uprooted succulents in colored wax and coats palm fronds in layers of paint or resin in order to bond them to large...


Some of the earliest photographs ever made were exposures of plants arranged on light-sensitive paper, such as those by William Fox Talbot in the 1830s. In comparison, the act of incorporating actual plants into sculptures, paintings, or installations, specifically as living (or dying) objects rather than pictorial subjects, is a relatively recent tradition. In part, these artistic strategies have spread in the wake of art movements that emerged in the late 1960s, namely land art and arte povera, which redefined the position of the artist in relation to the natural world and advocated the use of organic or common materials in sculpture. Artists in the decades since, from wry conceptualist Marcel Broodthaers, in the 1970s, to painter Anselm Kiefer, beginning in the 1980s, have incorporated living or dead plants into their work as a way to point to the larger world beyond the gallery and as symbols or allegorical elements. Like Broodthaers and Kiefer, Norton is interested in the way certain ideas, belief systems, or collective memories seem to congeal around particular things; this is most evident in Norton’s photographic series New Age Still Life (2009–present), in which plants, old books, and found objects are displayed on shelves like domestic talismans, alluding to a waning era of alternative spirituality. Generally speaking, however, Norton’s work operates in terms of more open metaphors and allusions, which, while aided by evocative titles, leave room for any number of personal or cultural associations on the part of the viewer. In a paradoxical way, Norton herself is simultaneously reverent toward plants and unforgetting in the ways she treats them, mirroring a range of cultural attitudes and societal tendencies in which nature is both revered and exploited, protected and destroyed.

Other artists who use plants as the very substance of their work, such as Joseph Beuys, in the 1980s, or, more recently, Agnes Denes, have planted trees in large-scale public efforts to reunite humankind with nature. Norton’s work, in contrast, operates on a more personal level and is tied to the private care of houseplants, our occasional failures as stewards of botanical life, and individual reflection on what it means to be implicated in something larger than one’s self. Despite her grounding in a domestic or studio setting, for Norton, plants become a way to observe natural cycles, to make visible larger forces at work. What Norton shares with Beuys, then, is mostly an understanding of sculpture as impermanent and susceptible to change. For both artists this idea finds expression in the use of materials that discolor, decay, or dry up. While Norton’s photographs capture houseplants in a particular state, her sculptures locate plants in the physical world, where they are subject to the laws of nature. If you return repeatedly to her exhibition at the MCA, you may notice the works changing over time: green leaves gradually turning brown and starting to wither. Yet these changes are occurring imperceptibly at any given moment, even as we observe the works, just as our own bodies age day by day and in time meet a similar end.
In her exhibition at the MCA, she directs these inquiries toward the fundamental activities of museums. To create a number of the sculptural works in this exhibition, Norton repurposed large panes of glass found in the MCA’s storage areas, the remnants of display cases from a 2009 exhibition of work by Liam Gillick. In this gesture, Norton points to standard methods of preserving and presenting vulnerable objects in a museum while subverting this material infrastructure to her own creative ends. And yet in doing so she also echoes other settings where plants are systematically collected and displayed, such as natural history museums, herbariums, or botanical gardens—places where you would more typically find plants behind glass.

In the end, Norton’s work embraces impermanence, challenging the precepts of museological practice. (Museums strive to preserve artworks forever, although the very existence of conservation labs speaks to the steady pull of decay.) Some of Norton’s sculptures may last for decades; others shatter into pieces or dry up in a matter of months. Any good student of nature knows, however, that destruction is a vital phase in cycles of regeneration. Certain fir trees spread their seeds only when a forest fire coaxes their reticent pinecones open. Plants lose their leaves so that new ones may grow. By reusing display glass, Norton approaches the museum as another possible site for these kinds of regenerative processes, in parallel to the workings of the natural world and the cycles evident within her practice.
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